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Magnetic neutron scattering resonance of high-Tc superconductors in external magnetic fields:
An SO„5… study
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The magnetic resonance at 41 meV observed in neutron scattering studies of YBa2Cu3O7 holds a key
position in the understanding of high-Tc superconductivity. Within the SO~5! model for superconductivity and
antiferromagnetism, we have calculated the effect of an applied magnetic field on the neutron scattering cross
section of the magnetic resonance. In the presence of Abrikosov vortices, the neutron scattering cross section
shows clear signatures of not only the fluctuations in the superconducting order parameterc, but also the
modulation of the phase ofc due to vortices. In reciprocal space we find that~i! the scattering amplitude is
zero at (p/a,p/a), ~ii ! the resonance peak is split into a ring with radiusp/d centered at (p/a,p/a), d being
the vortex lattice constant, and consequently,~iii ! the splittingp/d scales with the magnetic field asAB.
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Soon after the discovery of high-Tc superconductivity in
the doped cuprate compounds, its intimate relation to anti
romagnetism was realized. A key discovery in the unravel
of this relationship was the observation of the so-called
meV magnetic resonance1–3 later also denoted thep reso-
nance. In inelastic neutron scattering experiments
YBa2Cu3O7 at temperatures belowTc;90 K, Rossat-
Mignod et al.1 found a sharp peak at\v;41 meV andq
5(p/a,p/a), a being the lattice constant of the square l
tice in the copper-oxide planes. Later its antiferromagne
origin was confirmed by Mooket al.2 in a polarized neutron
scattering experiment and subsequently Fonget al.3 found
that the magnetic scattering appears only in the super
ducting state. Recently, Fonget al.4 have also observed th
p resonance in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d , which means that it is a
general feature of high-Tc superconductors and not a ph
nomenon restricted to YBa2Cu3O7. This gives strong experi
mental evidence for thep resonance being related to antife
romagnetic fluctuations within the superconducting sta
Conversely, it may be noted that angular-resolved pho
emission spectroscopy has shown how the single-particle
within the antiferromagnetic state inherits thed-wave modu-
lation of the superconducting state.5,6

A number of different models have been proposed to
plain thep resonance.7–14 In particular, Zhang was inspire
by the existence of antiferromagnetic fluctuations in the
perconducting state to suggest a unified SO~5! theory of an-
tiferromagnetism andd-wave superconductivity in the high
Tc superconductors.10 It is of great interest to extend th
different theoretical explanations to make predictions for
behavior of thep resonance, e.g., in an applied magne
field. An experimental test of such predictions will put im
portant constraints on theoretical explanations of thep reso-
nance in particular and of high-Tc superconductivity in gen-
eral. In this paper we treat thep resonance in the presence
an applied magnetic field within the SO~5! model.

Zhang proposed that the cuprates at low temperatures
be understood as a competition betweend-wave supercon-
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ductivity and antiferromagnetism of a system which
higher temperatures possesses SO~5! symmetry.10 The SO~5!
symmetry group is the minimal group that contains both
gauge group U~1! @5SO(2)# which is broken in the super
conducting state, and the spin rotation group SO~3! which is
broken in the antiferromagnetic state. Furthermore,
SO~5! group also contains rotations of the superspin betw
the antiferromagnetic sector and the superconducting se
The relevant order parameter is a real vectorn
5(n1 ,n2 ,n3 ,n4 ,n5) in a five-dimensional superspin spac
with a length which is fixed (unu251) at low temperatures
This order parameter is related to the complex supercond
ing order parameterc and the antiferromagnetic order pa
rameterm in each copper-oxide plane as follows:c5 f eif

5n11 in5 andm5(n2 ,n3 ,n4). Zhang argued how in term
of the five-dimensional superspin space one can construc
effective LagrangianL(n) describing the low-energy physic
of the t-J limit of the Hubbard model.

Two comments are appropriate here. First, we note
relaxing the constraintunu251 in the bulk superconducting
state will introduce high energy modes, but these can sa
be ignored at low temperatures. Moreover, they do not a
the topology of vortices in the order parameter, which is o
main concern. Second, one may worry that results obtai
from a pure SO~5! model deviate substantially from thos
obtained from the recently developed, physically more c
rect projected SO~5! theory.15 However, the two models are
only significantly different close to half filling, and our stud
concerns antiferromagnetic~AF!-modes in the bulk super
conductor in a weak magnetic field, a state which althou
endowed with the topology of vortices is far from half filling
For simplicity, we thus restrict the calculations in this pap
to the original form of the SO~5! theory.

In the superconducting state the SO~5! symmetry is spon-
taneously broken which leads to a ‘‘high’’-energy collectiv
mode where the approximate SO~5! symmetry allows for
rotations ofn between the superconducting and the antif
romagnetic phases. These rotations have an energy cost\vp

corresponding to thep resonance and fluctuations inn will
thus give rise to a neutron scattering peak at\vp which,
8703 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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through the antiferromagnetic part of the superspin, is
cated atq5Q, where Q5(p/a,p/a) is the antiferromag-
netic ordering vector. The uniform superconducting statef
51) can be characterized by a superspinn
5( f cosf,0,0,0,f sinf), and thep mode is a fluctuation
dn(t)}(0,0,0,f eivpt,0) around the static solution, whereẑ
has been chosen as an arbitrary direction fordm. In this case
with f 51 we havedm}eivpt, i.e., a sharp peak atv5vp

andq5Q.
In the presence of an applied magnetic field, the sup

conductor will be penetrated by flux quanta, each formin
vortex with a fluxh/2e by which the complex superconduc
ing order parameterc acquires a phase shift of 2p when
moving around the vortex. In YBa2Cu3O7 the vortices ar-
range themselves in a triangular vortex lattice16 with an area
of the hexagonal unit cell given byA5h/2eB and conse-
quently a lattice constant given byd5321/4Ah/eB. In the
work by Arovaset al.,17 Bruus et al.,18 and Alamaet al.19

the problem of Abrikosov vortices was studied within t
SO~5! model of Zhang.10 In the center of a vortex core, th
superconducting part of the order parameter is forced to z
This leaves two possibilities:~i! either the vortex core is in a
metallic normal state~as it is the case in conventional supe
conductors! corresponding to a vanishing superspin or~ii !
the superspin remains intact but is rotated from the super
ducting sector into the antiferromagnetic sector.17 The pre-
diction of the possibility of antiferromagnetically ordered i
sulating vortex cores is thus quite interesting and allows
a direct experimental test of the SO~5! theory. However, the
antiferromagnetic ordering of vortices is according to o
knowledge still to be confirmed experimentally. In this pap
we report a different consequence of the SO~5! theory in
neutron scattering experiments; we consider thep mode in
the presence of vortices and show that the peak atq5Q
splits into a ring with a radiusp/d centered atq5Q where it
has zero amplitude. Consequently the splitting scales w
magnetic fieldB asp/d}AB.

We start by considering just one vortex, then genera
the result to a vortex lattice. To make our calculations qu
titative, we consider YBa2Cu3O7 for which a53.8 Å, k
.84, andj.16 Å for the lattice constant, the Ginzburg
Landau parameter, and the coherence length, respecti
The order parameter can be written in the form18

n~r !5~ f ~r !cosf r,0,m~r !,0,f ~r !sinf r !, ~1!

where f r5arg(r ). The isotropy of the antiferromagneti
subspace allows us to choosem to lie in the y direction
without loss of generality. Static numerical solutions forf (r )
and thereby alsom(r ) in the presence of a vortex are derive
as described in Refs. 17 and 18. Due to the high value ok
the absolute valuef of the superconducting order parame
c increases from zero at the center of the vortex (r 50) to its
bulk value (f 51) at a distance of the orderj from the cen-
ter. The antiferromagnetic order parameter follows fromf
sincem5A12 f 2.

For thep mode in the presence of a vortex, Bruuset al.18

found that the fluctuation of the superspin is

dn~r ,t !5~0,0,0,du f ~r !cosf re
ivpt,0!, ~2!
-
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where the small angledu by which n rotates into the anti-
ferromagnetic sector is undetermined. Since the excita
depends onf and not onm it is a delocalized excitation with
zero amplitude at the center of the vortices and in terms
energy it actually corresponds to an energy at the bot
edge of the continuum of an effective potential associated
the vortices.18

For an isotropic spin space, the magnetic scattering c
section for neutrons is proportional to the dynamic struct
factor, which is the Fourier transform of the spin-spin cor
lation function~see, e.g., Ref. 20!,

S~q,v!5E
2`

`

dteivt(
RR8

e2 iq•(R2R8)^ŜR~ t !•ŜR8~0!&.

~3!

To make a connection to the SO~5! calculations we
make the semiclassical approximation̂ŜR(t)•ŜR8(0)&
'^ŜR(t)&•^ŜR8(0)& so that

S~q,v!'E
2`

`

dteivt (
R,R8

e2 i (q1Q)•(R2R8)m~R,t !•m~R8,0!,

~4!

where m(R,t)5eiQ•RSR(t) is the antiferromagnetic orde
parameter which enters the superspinn.

With a superspin given byn(r ,t)5n(r )1dn(r ,t) the dy-
namical structure factor has two components—an elastic
an inelastic. The elastic component,

Sel~q,v!5U(
R

e2 i (q1Q)•Rm~R!U2

2pd~v!, ~5!

is located atq5Q and has a width;p/j. In elastic neutron
scattering experiments the observation of this peak wo
directly prove the antiferromagnetical ordering in vort
cores.

The inelastic contribution is

Sin~q,v!5~du!2U(
R

e2 i (q1Q)Rf ~R!cosfRU2

2pd~v2vp!.

~6!

For q5Q the phase factore2 i (q1Q)R vanishes, and the co
sine factor makes the different terms in the summation c
cel pairwise so thatSin(Q,vp)50. The presence of a singl
vortex moves the intensity away fromq5Q and a ring-
shaped peak with radiusdq;p/L centered atq5Q is
formed,L;AA being the size of the sample. In the semicla
sical approximation the zero amplitude atq5Q is a topologi-
cal feature, which is independent of the detailed radial fo
f (r ) of the vortex. This robustness relies on the identificat
of the p mode as being proportional to the superconduct
order parameter~including its phase!. Quantum fluctuations
may add some amplitude atq5Q, but such an analysis be
yond leading order is outside the scope of this work.

It is interesting to see how this result compares to pred
tions based on the BCS theory. The neutron scattering c
section is given by the spin susceptibility, which for a hom
geneous~vortex free! superconductor has been calculated
the BCS-Lindhard function.8,9 Here we briefly consider how
the BCS coherence factor@ukvk1q2vkuk1q#2 appearing in
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the Lindhard function21 is modified by the presence of vo
tices. In a semiclassical approximation22 the spatial variation
of the superconducting phasef(r ) leads to a coherence fac
tor of the form @uk(r1)eif(r1)/2vk1q(r2)eif(r2)/2

2vk(r1)eif(r1)/2uk1q(r2)eif(r2)/2#2. Therefore in contrast to
Eq. ~6! the superconducting phase does not separate in
two spatial positions, and consequently the spatial averag
general is not zero atq5Q. It thus appears that the abov
mentioned ring-shaped peak in the dynamic structure fa
is special for the SO~5! model.

We now generalize the single-vortex SO~5! result to the
case of a vortex lattice. For nonoverlapping vortices we c
struct the full superconducting order parameter by

c̃~r !5 f̃ ~r !ei f̃(r )5)
j

c~r2r j !, ~7!

where ther j denote the positions of the vortices. The fun
tion f̃ (r )5) j f (r2r j ) is 1 except for close to the vortice
where it dips to zero. Also the phasef̃(r )5( jarg(r2r j ) has
by construction the periodicity of the vortex lattice~modulo
2p) and the contour integralrCdl•“f̃(r ) equals 2pn
wheren is the number of vortices enclosed by the contourC.
In the limit of nonoverlapping vortices we can capture t
main physics by considering the single vortex soluti
within a unit cell of the vortex lattice. We comment on th
inclusion of the entire vortex lattice further on, but for no
we restrict the summation in Eq.~6! to lattice sitesR inside
the vortex lattice unit cell. In Fig. 1 we show the result for
magnetic fieldB510 T. As seen, the presence of vortic
moves the intensity away fromq5Q and a ring shaped pea
with radiusdq centered atq5Q is formed. We note that the
only relevant length scale available is the vortex lattice c
stantd and consequently we expect thatdq5p/d. Sinced
5321/4Ah/eB we consequently expect that dq
531/4pAeB/h.0.0083(p/a)AB/@T#. Had we included all
the vortex lattice unit cells in our analysis, the structure f
tor of the hexagonal vortex lattice would have led to a bre
ing of the ring in Fig. 1 into six subpeaks sitting on top of t

FIG. 1. Plot of the dynamic structure factor atv5vp as a
function of q along the (p,p) direction for B510 T. The inset
shows the almost isotropic response in theq plane with the arrow
indicating the (p,p) direction.
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ring. In a real experiment these subpeaks could easily
smeared back into a ring-shaped scattering peak if either
vortex lattice were slightly imperfect or if the resolution o
the spectrometer were too low. To describe the main ef
of the SO~5! theory we therefore continue to use the sing
unit-cell approximation.

In Fig. 2 we show the splitting as a function of the ma
netic field and indeed we find the expected scaling with
prefactor confirming that the splitting is given bydq5p/d.
The full width half maximum of the ring is given byG
.3.13dq53.13p/d.

In Fig. 3 we show the amplitude of the ring as a functi
of magnetic field. The amplitude approximately decrease
1/B with the magnetic field, but with a small deviation. Th
deviation makes theq-integrated intensity, which is propor
tional to the amplitude times (dq)2, decrease asI (B)/I (0)
.120.0043B/@T# which reflects that the area occupied b
vortices increases linearly withB and consequently the su
perconducting region decreases linearly withB. In fact, the
reduction is given byA 212p*rdrm2(r ).0.0043B/@T#,

FIG. 2. Plot of the peak splittingdq as a function of the mag-
netic field B. The calculated splitting (d) has the expectedB1/2

behavior and the numerical prefactor corresponds to a splittingdq
5p/d whered is the vortex distance.

FIG. 3. The peak height plotted versus the magnetic fieldB. The
calculations (d) almost fit a 1/B dependence.
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where the integral gives the effective area of the vortex. T
reduction in integrated intensity should be relatively easy
observe experimentally, but is not a unique feature of
SO~5! model. Thus while it will aid us to prove that thep
resonance only resides in the superconducting phase, it
not clearly distinguish between different theories.

In order to discuss the experimental possibilities for te
ing our predictions, we note that the original observation
the zero-fieldp resonance was an experimental achievem
and hence that the experiment proposed here constitut
great challenge. However, since the observation of thep
resonance in 1991, the field of neutron scattering has de
oped considerably. To observe the ringlike shape~see inset
of Fig. 1! of the excitation would require a resolution bett
than p/d along two directions in reciprocal space, whic
seems unachievable with current spectrometers. Howe
the overall width of the ring can in fact be measured w
good resolution along just one direction in the recipro
plane. Scans along this direction~as in Fig. 1! could then
reveal a broadening of;3.13p/d. With a sufficiently opti-
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mized spectrometer we believe this to be possible, and
reward is a stringent test of a quantitative prediction of
SO~5! theory. We note that Bourgeset al.23 have investi-
gated thep resonance in a magnetic field ofB511.5 T and
report a broadening in energy, but do not report data on thq
shape.

In conclusion, we have found that within the SO~5!
model, thep resonance splits into a ring centered atq
5(p/a,p/a) in the presence of a magnetic field. The rin
has the radiusp/d and full width half maximum of about
3.13p/d, where d is the vortex lattice constant. Conse
quently the splitting is found to scale with the magnetic fie
asB1/2. We emphasize that the amplitude of thep resonance
is zero atq5(p/a,p/a) in the presence of a magnetic field
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